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What is RINA, anyway?*
Replacement for TCP/IP?

End game of SDN?
Network hypervisor?

SD-WAN bonding framework?
Ultimate firewall?
MPLS done right?

Bluetooth gone meshy?
VPNs everywhere?

*to relatively normal people



• RINA (Recursive InterNet Architecture) is all these things and more.

• It is a universal framework for distributed computing, and indeed the 
inevitable end game (due to maximum cohesion, minimum coupling).

• However, most people in telecoms and tech are not looking for 
fundamental science, and wouldn’t recognise it even if they found it.

• They create expedient workarounds for immediate problems, and 
tend to relate to progress through the lens of concrete technologies.

• This makes RINA’s generality difficult for the mainstream to 
conceptually grasp, and creates a paradox: the greater the 
breakthrough (in terms of abstraction) the harder it is to adopt!

• This presentation offers two general principles for the “big dreams” 
and five concrete steps to achieve them.





https://vimeo.com/104308113

https://vimeo.com/104308113


• This short video presentation (linked) on the Death of Cellular has 
long struck me as profound in its observation.

• We are all aware of the cycles of evolution of computing, and its 
exponentially crashing costs.

• What this overlays is that there are eras that pass us by:
• telephony (where the device, access and service are all controlled by 

network);

• cellular (access and service); and

• WiFi (just the access, and then only the backhaul.

• The future is not just “bring your own device”, but also bring your 
own… identity, service, local access.

• “Bring Your Own Everything” is the end game.

https://vimeo.com/104308113


https://vimeo.com/104308113

NEVER BUY BACK UP THE CURVE

https://vimeo.com/104308113


• The key message is that you should never ”buy back up the curve”. 
Companies that follow this strategy experience pain and suffering.

• You always invest in the next cycle, and then port the old into the new 
(if and when relevant).

• Thus the danger for RINA is to be seen to be solving the problems of 
the past — IMS and even 5G — rather than those of the future.

• The WiFi era of cloud inflation is at odds with the values and methods 
of the cellular one, which 5G is trying to extend (and whose value is 
dubious).

• The only way to deliver Bring Your Own Everything is via clean 
abstractions that separate outcome from mechanism.





• Technologies that seemed bleeding edge and cool only 20 years ago 
— like the phones in the movie The Matrix — are now virtually 
museum pieces.

• Today’s Internet is a like a living fossil, a relic of the 1970s and its 
political machinations and power struggles between “big telco” and 
“big IT”.

• There’s little true science and engineering in the Internet’s design. 
The IETF is really the Internet Workaround Task Force to deal with the 
endless consequences of poor abstractions and weak theoretical 
foundations.





• The problems RINA is needed to solve are those of the present and 
future, like 400m people with diabetes facing limb loss, blindness and 
death.

• The next “billion unit” device market could well be blood glucose 
monitors injected under the skin.

• This creates new demands to manage the complete “chain of 
custody” of such intimate biosensed data.

• You don’t want to have to get a scalpel out to excise the device when 
you change carriers or move countries!



New applications — new demands



• The transformation we need is more profound than just a simpler and 
more efficient network architecture.

• The old model of “sick care” waits for us to get ill, and then profitably 
medicates and manipulates our bodies. You then get to take out a 
loan to cover the cost of uninsured drugs and procedures.

• In the future, we will have something more like the Chinese had in 
their traditional culture. The “medicine man” only gets paid if you are 
well! This is a “well care” model.

• This in turn requires us to re-engineer the whole chain of incentives 
and rewards. Your next-generation supermarket loyalty card will give 
you rewards for good eating choices for you, not cheap sugar syrup.

• “Coinification” of the world demands a different infrastructure.



Old applications — new delivery methods



• Old application will also be delivered in new ways: the telephone and 
cellular era services and use cases don’t go away.

• For example, I’m involved in Bartr as an advisor. It’s a way of turning 
the telecoms network resource into a “currency” that can be traded.

• RINA needs to position itself as the enabler for this world, which 
cannot be implemented at scale on today’s protocols and 
technologies.



Web-based
Internet
and Iaas, PaaS
& SaaS Cloud

1. Distributed apps
(e.g. blockchain, 
lambdas)

2. (Bio)sensed data
(e.g. voice, heart 
rhythm, car vision)

3. Dynamic systems
(worn on people, 
ingested and 
injected, inside 
drones and robots)

Service Mesh
and Industrial Internet



• Rather than target unified comms, or virtual desktop, or distributed 
filestores, RINA needs to address the next wave: the Service Mesh 
and the Industrial Internet.

• The first and most obvious change is from centralised applications 
(cloud), to distributed ones (blockchain).

• The second transformation is from traditional IT (symbolic data like an 
airline reservation) to sensed data (like from a camera or health 
monitoring device). This is a paradigm change in the privacy and 
security needs.

• The third fundamental shift is from cellular “mobility” into “ultra-
dynamic” systems whose every element is physically moving around 
with respect to every other component.



Factory automation, agtech



• In a factory, we want to remove the accident-prone wiring looms from 
the robots, and give them batteries to make them mobile and the 
flow reconfigurable.

• This simply isn’t going to happen with 5G as currently positioned, 
both from a technical viewpoint (no safety case for low-latency apps), 
as well as commercially (tied to telco and its spectrum monopoly).

• The kind of problem RINA needs to solve is the “distressed tomato”. A 
window is broken in a greenhouse, and the plants are unhappy. How 
do your mats of sensors let you know? How do you deliver this in an 
environment where everything has to be self-configuring as there is 
no IT admin?

• Solve this, and today’s problems become easy.



New problem: “Everything by design”

HYGIENE
Secure

Manageable

Scalable



• A conundrum of RINA is that whilst it legitimately solves problems of 
security, manageability and scalability, it is hard to sell on those 
benefits.

• Lots of people claim to address these issues, and rising above the 
noise is hard. Therefore, you need to be thinking of new problems to 
solve.



New problem: “Everything by design”

HYGIENE
Secure

Manageable

Scalable

DIFFERENTIATING
Compliant



• The nature of the sensed data we will be working with will require 
new policy frameworks to manage it. Compliance is the kind of 
problem which the “end to end” model does poorly, since application 
developers aren’t very interested and make mistakes.

• Instead, this policy functionality needs to be in the application 
container, so it is impossible for the developer to screw it up.





New problem: “Everything by design”

HYGIENE
Secure

Manageable

Scalable

DIFFERENTIATING
Compliant

Private

Optimised

Relocatable

Assured



• These are the issues that RINA can address as its differentiator. It is a 
framework for implementing invariant policies across all domains and 
dimensions of this problem space.

• “Privacy by design” is one example, but not the only one.

• Networks that are self-optimising already exist to a degree, but RINA 
can take this to the next level.

• Compute resources need to become physically relocatable, without 
having to reconfigure the application or re-provision the network 
each time.

• For “real world” applications, failure is costly and risks harm. That 
means making a ”safety case”, which creates a demand for assurance.





Via Positiva
Via Negativa

• Does do: dynamic, programmable, bigger/faster

• Doesn’t do: Invariants, isolation, inefficiency

Via Positiva Via Negativa



• Moral philosophy has the concepts of the “via positiva” and “via 
negativa”.

• They respectively represent the positive duty to do the right thing, 
and the negative obligation to not do harm.

• These ideas play out in many domains, including distributed 
computing.



Via Positiva
Via Negativa

• Does do: dynamic, programmable, bigger/faster

• Doesn’t do: Invariants, isolation, inefficiency

Does do:
Faster, 

programmable, 
bigger

Doesn’t do:
Invariants, 
isolation, 

inefficiency



• So for us in networking, the “positive” route is to increase the “good 
things”, so we go for ever faster, bigger and more software-
programmable systems.

• The “negative” is to ensure “bad things” don’t happen, by imposing 
”invariant” properties and eliminating waste.



Via Positiva
Via Negativa

• Does do: dynamic, programmable, bigger/faster

• Doesn’t do: Invariants, isolation, inefficiency

Software-
defined 

networking
(SDN)

Zero
Touch

Automation
(ZTA)



• SDN is an example of “make it cleverer”, and Zero Touch Automation 
of “make it simpler”.



Via Positiva
Via Negativa

• Does do: dynamic, programmable, bigger/faster

• Doesn’t do: Invariants, isolation, inefficiency

Clever new 
service & 
feature 

innovation

1x

Operational 
innovation & 

simplicity

20x



• Industry analyst Tom Nolle has suggested the ROI on these is a ration 
of 20 to 1 in favour of “make it simpler”.

• Whatever the actual number is, it is large and in favour of operational 
innovation rather than clever new mechanisms that add complexity.

• The “so what?” is that RINA is in essence an abstraction framework, 
one that collapses complexity.

• Hence RINA’s core use case has to be “simple” (like automation of 
fault management), and not “clever” (like most 5G use cases).

• Don’t sell RINA as a “better mechanism” for doing “clever”!



So what are the baby steps 
in this direction?



RINA Core Value Enablers

Identified, Secured & Managed
Scopes, association control & route isolation

Resilient & Maintainable
Bearer abstraction and aggregation

Dynamic & Changeable
Multi-homing, mobility, relocatable

Performant & Predictable
Composable QoS cubes; flow isolation

EASIER

HARDER



• Composable QoS cubes are a game-changer in industry value and 
efficiency, but it’s like building a laser: there are lots of ways of getting 
it wrong. If your “cubes” are a bit “trapezoidal”, you spin off in 
circles…

• Meanwhile, getting network operators hooked on using scopes for 
management is more “AM radio” level of technical advance. Not as 
sophisticated, but achievable from where we actually are. And 
operators like BT are already doing it…

• Therefore, there is a natural order of adoption of RINA’s capabilities 
and benefits. We’ve done proof of concept experiments for all of 
these, and now the hard work begins of productising and 
industrialising them.



Small step:
Association control is a RINA USP



• Managing the association between end points (so you can’t even 
route, let alone connect, until there is a secure association) is RINA’s 
core unique selling point.

• It’s an opportunity to inset the “lawyerbot”, so that the SLA is explicit, 
be it for performance, privacy, or anything else. It’s too late to do it at 
the application connection level.

• An example might be GDPR compliance: are you in the same 
jurisdiction and compliance zone? This opens up new product 
possibilities, like an “MPLS for privacy, not performance”.

• There are also many use cases inside the network, such as 
instrumentation: how do you associate the test traffic generator with 
its observation points and reflector, as an isolated secure sub-system.



Small step:
Identify constraints, demonstrate benefits



• Build example business processes, and show how the service lifecycle 
operates (e.g. self-healing, antifragile)

• Focus on cycle time (provisioning, repair) and defect rate; not just the 
product/service capabilities. Make it move the KPIs that MBAs and 
CFOs care about.

• Put it in their hands. Seeing is believing; show, don’t tell. You can 
mention RINA as the enabler in passing. Nobody buys science for its 
own sake.



Small step:
Use familiar language



• A lesson from the ∆Q world: talk latency, not quality attenuation

• Stay away from DIFs and DAFs
• It’s a “micro autonomous system”, “hierarchical provisioning domain”, 

“dynamic virtual network function”.

• RINA is ”just science and engineering”; socially hijack and hack the 
establishment to get it adopted!
• Talk costs and customer experience, not routing table size.



Small step:
Open Source, No Friction



• TCP/IP has an abysmal technical architecture, but a fabulous social 
one.

• See RINA in terms of meta-fitness of an ecology. You need to have a 
social architecture as good as the technical one.

• Co-operative models dominate competitive ones; better tech is not 
enough. Take all the friction away from adoption: open source, simple 
licensing.

• Unfolding geopolitical changes may mean that transparency will be 
valued far more highly than before; secrecy is much less acceptable. 
History is on your side, and may open up unexpected opportunities as 
incumbent Internet players are brought under an ethical microscope.



Small step:
Tell human stories: why care? (marketing is good!)



• “Have your kids ever fought over a single pair of headphones when 
on a long journey?” — we help to solve that!

• “Do you know anyone who is diabetic and struggles to keep their 
blood sugar monitored?” – we help to solve that!

• “Have you run out of phone battery at 10pm and been stuck with no 
way of contacting anyone and felt lost?” — we help to solve that!

• Tell stories of a world that people want to live in, and explain how 
RINA contributes to it. You don’t need to solve the whole problem, 
but just have a credible small part.

• Hardcore computer science is all very well, and RINA is the best there 
is. For autists, it’s outrageously ingenious. But normies relate to 
stories and feelings. Give them something meaningful to relate to.
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